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FOREWORD
In our 2019 catalogue we decided to make a tribute to our roots, recognizing the value of the
Indigenous groups of Latin America and reflecting this in our cover, which is inspired in six
frets from different cultures; including the Arhuacos, Aztecs, Mapuches, Mayans, Kogis and
the Guaranies; which they used in textiles, ceramics and architecture.
This year we brought back authors from Brazil and for the first time included an author from
Ecuador, trying to have a more inclusive and at the same diverse catalogue. Apart from our
Literary titles, this year we decided to increase our Science and Social Sciences sections,
following the demand on acquisition of NonFiction titles.
We are also glad to introduce a new translation grant, Reading Colombia, which looks forward
to promote Contemporary Colombian Literature abroad. Four authors that we represent were
selected in this new initiative.
We hope you enjoy our catalogue and the books of our represented authors!
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NOVEL

The Drowned

No Remedy

•• With a crude hyperrealism and black humor, this book narrates the vicissitudes
of the strange relationship between two
suffering and almost marginal characters.
•• Honorable mention of the 2016 Clarín
Award.

•• The most emblematic novel ever written about
Bogota. Never before has a novel about the city
and the experience of an upper-class young man
living in Bogota been written with such amount of
detail.

Bernardo Beccar Varela (Argentina)

“They were stiff, as petrified, less than three meters away. They did not even blink; Rosa, without
letting go of the suitcase, and Rodolfo, holding
the rolling pin above his head”.
Every Tuesday and Saturday, Rodolfo, the driver, takes old Mrs. Susy to visit her friend Graciela, and he briefly meets with Rosa, the maid.
Rodolfo and Rosa cannot be more different. He
is a vulgar man, addicted to television, tobacco
and junk food, inclined to violence and eschatology. She, a young Paraguayan immigrant
and mother of two children who stayed with
her grandmother in Asunción, is demure, neat,
and meticulous. The bad luck that persecutes
them since they were born, and the coincidence come together so that both lose their
jobs almost simultaneously. But in the middle
of that stuffy summer, fate gives a new turn,
and Rodolfo and Rosa are at an unusual crossroads, which puts them on the verge of crime.
Literary Novel
Imprint: Emecé
Published: August 2018
216 pages

Antonio Caballero (Colombia)

A frustrated poet, unable to overcome everyday tedium
and do something with his life. Ignacio Escobar, the main
character of this amazing story, walks around the city as
a merciless observer who shatters everything that crosses his path with scathing and ruthless criticism.
Overwhelmed by the reality of a world he cannot seem
to understand, Escobar is unable to find a place between
the stale Bogota’s upper class that epitomizes his family
and the well-off youngsters of his generation, for whom
being labeled as petit burgeois is an existential conflict.
“Antonio Caballero is set apart from the rest of the
Colombians by his intelligence and culture, combined
with half a glass of corrosive sense of humor which
might be mistaken for resentment if his friends didn’t
know that it is just the muriatic acid of his irreparable
disbelief. Such disbelief – that “cachacos” (people from
Bogota) like him would rather call skepticism – is the
sustenance of his novel, whose main characters with
masterful dialogues reveal the merciless soul of a city
besieged by the horror of the night”. Gabriel García
Márquez
“Antonio Caballero’s novel can be read as reflection
about the difficulty of writing and living as a poet”. Le
Figaro
Literary Novel
Imprint: Tusquets
Published: October 2018
560 pages
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Hook to the Liver

Violeta and Nicanor

•• A book that is consequent upon the reality of
Latin-American cities and towns populated
by chaos and uncertainty, written in an honest and breezy style.

•• The soul of a country in the story of two siblings that glimpsed the cultural scene of a
continent.
•• A novel about two giants of the world culture, but also of the country in which they
were born.

Leo Felipe Campos (Venezuela)

A hook to the liver is a punch feared in boxing: it rattles the nervous system and is enough to knock any
opponent out. Leo Felipe Campos’ stories narrate
the story of these characters who have taken this
sudden and fatal blow during the hardest round of
their lives: an old man spends his nights mopping
the floor at the bar where he used to be a music
star; a girl, along with her mother, deals with her
older sister’s suicide; three macho young men travel
to a carnival in search of women not knowing that
a group of cross-dressers is waiting for them; a female boxer receives a threat just before defending
her world title. In this book, everybody fights with
courage because, even though they sense defeat,
they know that humor, a swing and the Caribbean
eroticism will demand a rematch.
Literary Narrative
Imprint: Tusquets
Published: August 2018
128 pages
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Patricia Cerda (Chile)

“The older brother stopped reading for a moment
and went to look through the living room window
to see what was going on. He had heard guitar
chords and the voice of his sister, Violeta. He moved
the curtains cautiously and found something he did
not like: She and her brothers were singing in the
street!“.
Patricia Cerda, with a deep and revealing look,
unites the siblings and their stories with an intimacy
that has never been told.
Other titles:
••Mestiza
••Rugendas
Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: April 2018
448 pages

NOVEL

Add

People You May Know

•• Extraordinary novel that ties folk speech
together with the long and unfinished battles
of the workers and the phantasmagoria that
progress has flooded the streets with.		
A powerful and urgent text that meddles in
the darkest depths of the opportunist and
segregating national character.

•• Stories that interweave militancy, eroticism
and relationships.

Diamela Eltit (Chile)

Devoid of any hope, workers of the world replicate
on a daily basis the tragedy of capitalist exploitation. This usufruct of all human capacity intensifies
when the individual is their own exploiter; such is
the case of street vendors, who raise their voice in
Add to join other citizens vexed by a state order that
seems divine and begin to march.
This is the great march of the neglected, those who
have no authorization to work in public spaces and
could not access the dream of ownership. A long
370-day procession towards the currency and core
of social injustice. Here we find Casimiro Barrios,
Aurora Rojas and Ángela Muñoz Arancibia, the rebel voices and bodies that march across the city and
history as if they were entering a nightmare, possibly the eternal Chilean night.
Literary Novel
Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: June 2018
180 pages

Virginia Feinmann (Argentina)

“When my love relationships ended, I cried. But not
like a woman who lost a man, but like a puppy that
lost mom”.
A married lover who is too comfortable to separate.
After the break, who gets the vibrators? A country that leaves you without a job and forces you to
enter the economy of war. In the midst of a dense
Christmas with the family, a mother who ignores
the complaints of her daughter with the simple act
of taking off her shirt. The sick father who avoids
the seriousness of his suffering by talking about
philosophy…
The feminine thing is not only to have to receive a
plumber who mocks a woman who does not cook,
nor is able to fill the refrigerator. Nor is it a sometimes-exaggerated record of the way others look at
you, but rather a way to face life: to discover that
others have always suffered the same abuses and to
find in it the strength to move forward.
Feinmann reveals a series of scenes where militancy, eroticism, relationships between parents and
children are intertwined. In the light of a sharp look
even cruelty but full of humor and compassion,
these short stories in the first person propose a delicate game between autobiographical and fiction,
which spreads a deep love for literature.
Contemporary Novel
Imprint: Emecé
Published: May 2018
120 pages
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A World Grows Outside

The Love I Feel Now

•• Winner of the 2015 Casa de las Américas Prize.
•• Selected title of “Reading Colombia”, an initiative to promote contemporary Colombian literature abroad and subject to obtain a translation
fund.

•• Confidences of a daughter to her mother.

It is 1840 and several runaway slaves and freedmen of
Cauca have joined the army of the Supremes in hopes
of supporting their own cause: the abolition of slavery. But Nay of Gambia, the black woman who runs the
dairy and the vegetable garden of one of the haciendas
of the Jew Ibrahim Sahal, is convinced that true freedom is not acquired through the law. For her, the only
way to achieve it is to return to her country of origin.
Together with her son, Sundiata, she will embark on a
long and difficult journey in search of this dream.

The love I Feel Now is the extremely courageous
undo of a daughter who breaks the silence of a
life. The mixture of reality and fiction is played by
Ana, a woman who faced an unsuccessful marriage, sexual violence and depression but who
learned to build outlets. The conversation, in the
form of letters, recounts trips made to Egypt,
Mexico and France, but the greates shift made
by Ana is existential. And it is, above all, about
that shift of which she speaks and it is impossible
not to get excited when accompanying the painful and beautiful reconstruction of Ana’s love for
her mother and for life.

Adelaida Fernández (Colombia)

This novel rescues Nay from the pages of Maria, of Jorge
Isaacs. This time, she is the protagonist and narrator of
her story. Her voice, which is like a song, reveals to us a
woman proud of her identity, knowing her powers and
who knows she owns her life and body. Always firm to
her will, Nay subverts the imaginary that we have built
on the slave black woman.
Adelaida Fernández achieves an extraordinary proximity to the atmosphere in which she places her characters. Her book is a necessary and revealing return to
the New Granada of the XIX century from the perspective of those who were enslaved.
Rights sold:
Brazil: Papéis Salvagens
Novel
Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: October 2017
272 pages
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Leila Ferreira (Brazil)

Four years after losing her mother, Leila Ferreira
decided to open a letter that her mother left to
be read after her death. This book was born from
the need to respond to this letter.

Literary Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: April 2018
136 pages

NOVEL

The Mystery of Light

The War They Did for Me

•• A story about personal transformation.

•• A novel written by a soldier, which portrays
harshly and without fear the drama of violence, terrorism and drug trafficking.
•• A series of stories, apparently minimal,
linked through cocaine.

David Fischman (Peru)

Esteban Sotomayor goes confidently about life as
confident as a middle-aged man, who has managed
to become not only a successful and wealthy business man but also a character who is used to bending the world to his will. However, as we know, life
surprises us in pleasant or unpleasant ways and this
forces us into reconsidering everything.
What comes afterwards is, as the subtitle of this
original learning novel reads, a story of personal
transformation that takes its main character down
a path of seeking and findings that will make him realize there were other forms of existing that passed
him by without him even noticing, but which held
deep motives for him to surrender to them.
Fischman offers his readers his first novel, written
nimbly, sometimes vibrantly, in which the characters that bring it to life, apart from being designed
with certitude and precision, show us that being
alive was, apart from a valuable experience worth
exhausting, an opportunity to beat the inertia with
which we are used to peacefully accepting that person shaped by chance and will—that person with
whom we converse in silence and alone all the
time— whom we usually call “I”.

Carlos Enrique Freyre (Peru)

Freyre abandons the world of the short novel and
enters the world of long stories, a stress test he successfully passes. His starting point are the experiences of the brave Captain Amador Ocampo, a sort
of Peruvian Colonel Kurtz who represents the mythical battle between the civilized and the savage.
The richness of settings and time leaps seem to bear
no connection with what is presented as a great
fresco of the Peruvian society, transversely joined by
the presence of a narco-state whose existence takes
its toll on every single character in this book.
Literary Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: May 2018
360 pages

Contemporary Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: July 2018
272 pages
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NOVEL

Poor Devils

A Man that Made Portraits

•• The figure of the demon narrated from the
crossroads of vices, the misery of our aspirations and dreams...

•• An evocative and engaging novel that narrates a particular story of encounter and
fascination, and at the same time it recreates
the origins of photography in the Victorian
period and the atmosphere of the great studios of London and Paris.

Cristian Geisse (Chile)

If religious fervor and spiritual songs are artistic productions usually related to the old peasant
world, the stories that are linked to the devil, Satan
or Beelzebub are even more so. No matter the
name, the demonic figure has been present in the
popular imagination for a long time to tempt human beings with the lowest passions of the flesh.
But also with memory, that long story of the stumbles of humanity.
Like the old storytellers, Geisse enjoys a privileged ear that allows him to understand the world
through the intonation of the most diverse ways in
which Spanish is presented. These stories represent
our sensitivity full of hiatus, forgetfulness, mischief
and tricks. The remarkable stories of Poor Devils go
from the pristine lights to the darkest labyrinths of
the soul, with the tone of a tavern conversation,
with no more reason than the joy that the stories
full of delirium inspire those who tell them.
Literary Novel
Imprint: Emecé
Published: July 2018
400 pages

Daniel Isaacs (Argentina)

“Continuing to be astonished, Tarak touched for the
first time a machine to take photographs. Everything
had started for him. He was nineteen years old”.
In mid-nineteenth-century India, in the midst of the
British full control, a young native drawer named
Tarak accidentally discovers the art of photography
through the English David Douglas, who heads to
the city of Shimla to open one of the first photographic studios of the Asian country.
Marveling at the expressive possibilities of the new
profession, Tarak finds in the practice of portraiture
the key to his spiritual thinking. That mystical vision
will accompany him on his trip to Europe, where he
moves driven by his friend Douglas. Meanwhile, the
latter disappears in the mountain of Kamet, in the
Himalayas, pursuing the dream of photographing
the place where the Ganges is born. Before returning to India, Tarak must fulfill a commission: to portray Alexandra of Denmark, future queen consort
of England when Victoria dies. During the photo
shoot, the protagonist believes to have captured
the soul of the universal woman. That portrait will
transform for him into a mythical object, which will
end up conditioning his destiny.
Novel
Imprint: Emecé
Published: August 2018
216 pages
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NOVEL

Why Go Back?

Luzbella’s Glory

•• A revelation on human emotions complexity.
•• Lavín is one of the most renowed Mexican
novelists and short story tellers nowadays.

•• A tribute to all those who, over the years and
centuries, in arms or letters, have defended
and loved their land.

A short story is that place where the mysterious and
sensual desires of a writer become possible. In this
personal anthology, Mónica Lavín makes an inventory of all those stories that were born at the same
time of a novel, in the middle of a conversation,
with the intention of stopping life for a moment to
get closer and observe carefully those beings that
have a broken heart or carry their solitude on their
backs.

Luzbella is a mysterious island east of the Caribbean
Sea. In addition to its inhabitants, of whom very
little is known, nobody has set foot in that place.
However, the rumors that circulate acknowlege it
for its economic prosperity, political stability and
the climate of peace. Therefore, when the Puerto
Rican journalist Roberto Quesada is invited to the
island to make the first interview with its enigmatic
president, Uriel Sánchez, the questions around him
will accumulate. What secrets does that mythical
site keeps? What’s its true story? How has it been
hidden for so long?

Mónica Lavín (Mexico)

The day by day becomes tedious, but at the same
time it possesses a warm strangeness that becomes
familiar to the reader of these stories, so full of
emotions that they are almost read hidden from
oneself to reveal with secrecy the desires of the
human heart. “The short story must sting, it must
have that malice of a black eye”, that has been the
impulse that has motivated Mónica Lavín to reveal
one of its most enigmatic facets, one that does not
fear the affection and the power of words.
Other titles:
••When You Speak Love
••Me, The Worst
Literary Narrative
Imprint: Tusquets
Published: April 2018
262 pages

Juan López Bauzá (Puerto Rico)

Luzbella’s Glory is a splendid narrative allegory of
Puerto Rico. And even more, a brilliant novel that
dissects the historical condition, the political and
economic development and the rhythm of social
life in Latin American countries. With an agile and
intelligent prose, Juan López Bauzá has managed
to build a unique universe, a deeply revealing story
about the possibilities of a more fair reality.
Literary Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: August 2018
488 pages

FICTION
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The Mythomaniac

The German Language

•• “Adolfo Macías Huerta’s narrative is filled with
characters with great psychological power”.
Gabriel Flores, El Comercio

•• She is a literature student; he, a young
German passing through Buenos Aires.		
The love between them is instantaneous.

A motorcycle salesman holds onto his imagination to increase sales, but his exaggerations confront him with a dilemma: his wife, a conservative
mother, demands him to stop lying. What happens
during couple’s therapy is just as surprising as the
secret the woman holds, one that wraps up another, because the past is always there, forcing us to
remember the truth even if we are making it up.

The protagonists of this novel met during a summer party. She is a literature student; he, a young
German passing through Buenos Aires. The love between them is instantaneous, magical, “like in the
movies”. Then come the comings and goings, the
desperate communications by Skype with the ocean
in between, the fiery reunions, the rehearsal of living in a PH in the Flores neighborhood and, finally,
the decision to try it for real. The narrator leaves
the paternal home with a meager luggage, her few
savings and two cats, but no return ticket. While
cycling through the streets of Berlin, working as a
baby-sitter and in the wardrobe of a nightclub, she
investigates in the library or shares family dinners in
a language that she can barely figure out, she looks
for clues that allow her to understand the man who
sleeps by her side in a tiny rented apartment, and
herself.

Adolfo Macías (Ecuador)

A mythomaniac is a person who transforms reality, who scratches it out and reconstructs it. Their
life’s meaning is a volatile projection. This person
not only dreams but breaths through yearning.
And that same oxygen resulting from his relentless
self-deception confronts him with questions hidden
behind his decisions.
Macías specializes in constructing characters that
pop out from the pages to caress and smack us
in the face. Touching and cruel; sickening and endearing; they are not afraid to shake their readers
against the ghostly mirror of their disturbances,
which sometimes become reflected in our eyes. We
are talking about one of the most intelligent writers
in Ecuador.
Literary Novel
Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: August 2018
208 pages
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Julieta Mortatti (Argentina)

With an admirable ease in a prima opera, Julieta
Mortati has written a novel about a sentimental relationship in a global key that catches and moves
without intending it. In this story, the animals, the
weather, the landscape and the objects appear in
the spotlight to narrate what the characters cannot
say to each other, even in the universal language of
love.
Novel
Imprint: Emecé
Published: March 2018
160 pages

NOVEL

Nature Continued				 The Last Days of Hunger
Juliana Muñoz (Colombia)
to Spread in the Dark
Andrea Mejía (Colombia)

•• Mysterious and beautifully written stories
about nature, family and romantic relationships.
A girl squeezes a fish in her hand. An adult woman
regrets having read a page from her teenage daughter’s diary. Another bids a drunken goodbye to her
ex-husband while creeping over spilt milk on the
kitchen floor. Another travels to the heart of the
jungle with her partner, and feels the environment
eating away her energy and her will to love. These
women seem to be one and the same split into different times. They are the lead characters in these
stories where life stands still, without the need for
desperate conclusions. As these stories are mysterious and beautifully written, they are undoubtedly a
true revelation.
Literary Narrative
Imprint: Tusquets
Published: July 2018
104 pages

•• A compelling portrait of those who suffer in a
society in which absurd beauty standards are
offered as ideals of happiness.
What happens in the life of a woman who has been
diagnosed with bulimia and declared terminally ill
after several years of therapy? Written as a journal,
this novel narrates the struggle of a young glutton
who will try to regain control of her always unsatisfied body in 100 days.
Muñoz accomplishes a compelling portrait of those
who suffer in a society in which absurd beauty standards are offered as ideals of happiness. Her novel,
raw and entertaining, explores in an original way
different dimensions of our relationship with food.
Literary Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: June 2018
176 pages
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Binoculars

The Thirst

•• “An initiation novel whose protagonist is a 10
year-old boy. Unforgettable friendships, heroic
animals, family revelations, humor and emotion are the materials that make up this story”
Infobae.

•• Drought. Thousands have been displaced
in search for water. A country is collapsing. The authorities only defend the few
places that still have reserves. Assailants
swarm.
•• Selected as part of the translation grant
fund Reading Colombia.

Luciano Olivera (Argentina)

A ferry departs from the port of Buenos Aires with a
ten-year-old child on board. He has a pair of binoculars
in his pocket as an invisible link with the world from
which he slowly moves away.
On the other side of the river, a Uruguayan family waits
for him, the holidays, the obsession to remedy the
death of their dog Margarita. And an initiatory summer: the excitement over carnival nights, the fear that
appears when contemplating the face of a drowned
child, the innocence with which he accompanies a
cousin who will lose his virginity without fully understanding what is happening.
Olivera offers the reader a subtle game between reality
and fiction. A soft lens brings him closer to his loves:
the Abú, soccer, dogs. But also to fears: water, the unknown.
A solid story that has at the same time the lightness of
the child’s gaze and the intensity of an adult who seeks
to reconstruct his past. In a sort of prequel to Aspirins
and candies, Olivera recovers memories, invents what
is missing and mixes dreams with fantasy.

Enrique Patiño (Colombia)

Fifteen years before, a man lost everything. Now,
he attempts to survive alone in an arid landscape
in which each day seems to be the last. Suddenly,
he comes across an agonizing young woman. In
order to save her, she needs to leave the comfort
of caution. Does this man still have any humanity left in him? What will become of this world
that is coming to an end?
This prodigious novel recreates and apocalyptic
universe that is all the more frightening because
it is not so far from becoming a reality. Even so,
the two main characters of this novel will remain
in the reader’s mind because they sturdily face
the most extreme needs a person can endure.
The author puts his characters’ human condition
to the test in a scenario and environment that
are salaciously well-constructed.

Other titles:

“I really liked the novel because it raises a rough
but possible situation: that life is hanging by a
thread and it endures in another species. It is a
very shocking story”. Jorge Franco, writer

••Aspirins and Candies

Literary Novel

Literary Novel
Imprint: Tusquets
Published: May 2018
224 pages
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Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: 2014
7th edition
240 pages

NOVEL

The Violent Breathing of the World

Franklin Slaughterhouse

•• The story of a grandmother and granddaughter
at the full peek of the Argentinian political
repression in the 1970s.

•• A story about the city of Santiago, the
neighborhoods of the capital city and the
way of living destroyed by the coup d’état
in Chile.
•• A story that combines the style of Fargo,
The Sopranos, and Gangs of New York. Set
in Chile in the 20th century.

Ángela Pradelli (Argentina)

Lina opens the envelope and begins to read: “They took
Adriana, and left the baby in the house in Fader 974. It is
urgent to look for her, she has to be close by”.
Emilia was five years old when the soldiers took her
mother from the house in Burzaco where they were
hiding. The baby goes to an orphanage and soon after
is taken by a marriage. Her appropriators, Catholics and
strict, decided to call her Florencia. At first, Emilia does
not recognize herself with that name, but little by little the past, the caresses of her mother, the songs her
father sang in her ear, the memory of the green shoes
that her grandmother Lina gave her, are left buried in
the depths of her conscience. Meanwhile, Lina looks for
her without rest with the help of Quica and Herminia
who, like her, have lost their children at the hands of the
“law enforcement agencies”.
Written like a chronicle, this novel advances in scenes
that reconstruct the insane map of a broken family.
Brutal, away from the melodrama, the story reaches a
deeper emotion the more dispassionate the tone is. One
would say that the novel contains the breathing, and
the reader does it with it.

Simón Soto (Chile)

Set in the Matadero neighborhood, this novel
combines the historical narrative of violence
and the world of TV series, turning the story of
Cabro, Mario Leiva, into popular consciousness
for the masses.
The Mob within the neighborhood, its characters and stories reflect the struggle between an
old collective world that agonizes and a new
world, ruled by the individual and capitalism,
represented by the introduction of cocaine to
the underworld.
Contemporary Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: August 2018
328 pages

Other titles:
••The Sun Behind the Lemon Tree
••Friends of Mine
••Turdera
••The Father’s Place
Literary Novel
Imprint: Emecé
Published: February 2018
200 pages

FICTION
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The Scent of Las Magnolias /
Freedom, the Bicycle
Paco Taibo II (Mexico)

•• Two fundamental works of Paco Ignacio
Taibo II gathered in the same volume.
•• A tribute to Italy and its legacy and a personal chronicle through the bicycle.
The Scent of Las Magnolias. A group of supposed
Italian peasants arrived in Veracruz during the
Porfirian dictatorship. They know how to do everything except cultivate the land: among them there
are acrobats, philosophers and even rabbit hunters.
Little by little, they will discover that Las Magnolias
is not the paradise they were promised and Lucio,
the youngest of the group, will commit a sin that,
80 years later, will force him to return to his native
Naples.
Freedom, the Bicycle. A splendid and personal narrative chronicle about the childhood of the author
and the figure of the Chief, Paco Ignacio Taibo I,
who attempting to flee the Francoist censorship in
Spain, discovered in professional cycling a way out.
Alternating the narration with the voice of his own
father, Paco Ignacio Taibo II reveals an emotional
story where hope can be born even in the midst of
authoritarianism.
Rights sold:
Italy: La Nuova Frontiera
France: Nada Éditions
Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: July 2018
200 pages
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Cornelia

Satan

•• The novel on which the movie Perdida is based
(Netflix 2018).

•• The graphic incursion of the bestselling
author at the book fair in Bogota 2018.
Illustrated by Keco Olano.
•• Inspired by the work with the greatest international exposure in Mendoza, Premio
Seix Barral winner, whose original version
has been translated into 5 languages.
•• Based on a true story and adapted for
film.

Florencia Etcheves (Argentina)

A teacher from a prestigious English school in Buenos
Aires travels with five of her students to El Paraje, to
study how that town in southern Argentina has resurfaced after the violent eruption of the volcano named
Tunik. What the teacher does not imagine is that she
will return without Cornelia Villalba. Daughter of a renowned doctor, the girl mysteriously disappears and
the only remaining thing of her is a chain that Ariel, the
son of the owners of the hostel where the group is staying, claims to have found lying in the snow.
Ten years later, after a mass that the family calls to
keep the memory of Cornelia alive and the intervention of a strange collector of funeral notices, the case is
reopened and, as a direct consequence, another of the
four former students disappears.
In this third novel by Florencia Etcheves, once again,
the duo of researchers of The Virgin of Your Eyes and The
Champion’s Daughter, Francisco Juánez and Manuela
Pelari, is central. But in Cornelia, the young policewoman will have a greater role, unsuspected. When the past
returns, there will be no weapons or training to protect
her from facing it, especially if it is a story full of secrets.
Rights sold:
Italy: Marsilio Editore
Other titles:

Mario Mendoza (Colombia)

Elías Delgado is a Vietnam veteran who killed almost 30 people in different parts of Bogotá. The
Colombian capital comes to life and becomes
the main character of the story as it is the grim
setting in which evil interweaves the killer’s fate
with that of an exorcist priest, a painter who
portrays his strange prophetic visions in his
paintings and a “tomasera”, a woman who uses
her charm to seduce men in bars, drug and then
rob them.
Other titles:
••Hideous Melancholy (part of Reading Colombia)
••Journal to the End of the World
••Lady Masacre
Thriller / Graphic Novel
Imprint: Planeta Cómics
Published: October 2018
136 pages

••The Champion’s Daughter
••The Virgin of Your Eyes
Contemporary Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: April 2018
368 pages
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The Decline of the Innocent

All Fears

•• A thriller that fully immerses us in the world
of violence that journalists live throughout
Latin America, where every word can put a
price on their heads.

•• A brave and honest journalist… an uncomfortable observer for the system.

Juan David Morgan (Panama)

The news of an attack uncovers a network of corruption, intrigues, betrayals, criminal organizations
and political plots.
Alejandro Castelar is a famous businessman and an
irreproachable public figure, so when he is attacked
aboard his car, journalist Emilio Fortuni will begin
an exhaustive investigation that will lead him to
discover the most heartrending human dramas behind this figure. Gangs, hit men and embezzlement
are just the tip of the iceberg.
Thriller / Novel
Imprint: Planeta
Published: July 2018
304 pages

Pedro Ángel Palou (Mexico)

All Fears is a cry of impotence that submerges us to
suffocation in the dark side of Mexico, that natural
paradise, that privileged land that for many is nothing other than hell on earth. Peace in Mexico is fictitious, apparent, a carpet under which the garbage
of narco and corruption is hidden, and where the
murder of journalists is only a logical consequence,
a secondary effect of the denunciation against a
rotten system from the root.
Despite the risk, reporter Daniela Real decided to
face this system alone. Her investigations have
turned her into an uncomfortable journalist and,
therefore, into the next target of this indolent machinery in the face of injustice but efficient in covering up their own. Her only ally is Fausto Letona, a
terminally ill former cop who becomes the shadow
of her shadow to try to protect her from the monster that stalks her.
“By hours, by minutes, this novel keeps growing,
the same starts at dawn and ends at night of the
same day. Twenty hours as a high voltage cable
between the author and his characters. The pace
of Palou’s prose is the one of a thriller and the indignation the engine of a plot that never faints.
A necessary novel in this Mexico that falls apart”
Elena Poniatowska, Mexican writer and recipient of
the Miguel de Cervantes Award
Thriller
Imprint: Planeta
Published: June 2018
208 pages
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The Usurpers

Jorge Zepeda Patterson (Mexico)
•• A powerful thriller about power in our globalized world that will become a Netflix series.
•• The 2014 Planeta Award winner, continues the
Azules series in this exciting political thriller
that explores the heart-rending consequences
that come from the fight for power at all cost.
•• The sequence of The Corrupters and Milena,
which has been sold in 7 languages.
The worst terrorist attack in the West since the destruction of the Twin Towers destabilizes Mexico and
leaves the government at the verge of collapse right
when the presidential succession draws near. What
is hiding behind this massacre? Perhaps a dispute
between drug cartels? A blood filled statement from
subversive groups?
Affected by the events, from the executive department of the newspaper
El Mundo, the digital paper Lapizarra and the Lemlock investigation agency,
Tomas, Jaime, Amelia and Mario enter once more into the heart of power
and inevitably find themselves involved in a ferocious dispute plagued with
deceit, death and high treason between the most influential powers in the
country. The only possibility to survive depends on stopping the usurpers’
rise to power at all costs.

Rights sold:
Trilogy
Switzerland: Elster Verlag
TV Series: Netflix

The Corrupters
Italy: Mondadori
France: Acts Sud
Poland: Swiat Ksiaski
Turkey: Bence Kitap
Croatia: Fraktura
Milena			
(2014 Planeta Prize)
Italy: Mondadori
France: Acts Sud
Poland: Swiat Ksiaski
Turkey: Benceajans
USA: Restless Books
Bulgaria: Matcom
Thriller
Imprint: Planeta
Published: October 2016
436 pages
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I Am a Killer and a Family Man
Fabio Rubiano (Colombia)

•• Selected as part of the translation grant fund
Reading Colombia.
An ordinary man works in a common office where
communist subversives are pursued. He tries to be
a good father and he is also a failure as a responsible husband. Alejandro traces, interrogates and dismembers the suspects, trying to correct their path
and that of their family accomplices. In the cellar
of his house, he keeps the member whom he will
have to hand over to the mother of the last guy who
passed through the justice of his own hands. After
attending to his daughters, he will have to go and
leave him.
In this powerful and unexpected monologue, Fabio
Rubiano once again makes clear, with that forceful style that characterizes him, a theme that runs
through all his dramaturgy: the narrative of the offender. With short and sharp sentences, like a burst
of truths that cannot be ignored, the protagonist of
this story reveals the circumstances that have engendered him, making this text come off as more
as conjuncture than ever because it sheds light on a
part of this complex country full of contradictions.
Thriller
Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: February 2017
104 pages
Rights sold:
Turkey: Kitap Yayinlari
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Hummingbird. Mayan Culture Figure.

CLASSIC AUTHORS

Rubem Alves
(Brazil)

•• A key figure in the contemporary
Brazilian intellectual and human scene.
•• For a conscientious and effective education.

Our senses - vision, hearing, smell, touch, taste - are all
organs of making love with the world, of having pleasure
in it.
What would be the primary task of education if not lead
us to learn to love, to dream, to make our own paths, to
discover new ways of seeing, hearing, feeling, daring to
think different ... to be more and more ourselves, accepting the challenge of the new?
That is the philosophy of Rubem Alves, writer and poet
who, using surprising and significant images, presents this
inspiring book. By reading it, we can immerse ourselves
not only in the reflections around the senses, but also in
those around reading, art, education, teaching, creative
play, the challenges that life presents to us. And we can
experience the joy that springs from new discoveries.
Powerful, tender, spiritual, poetic, beautiful, critical
and challenging, this Rubem Alves classic surprises with
its lightness and at the same time its depth, which only
comes to enrich the reader’s experience.
Alves was one of Brazil’s most famous writers on topics of
education, existential issues, theology and psycho-analysis. He received several awards, including the Prêmio PNBE,
Prêmio Jabuti and Eric Hoffer Awards, among others.

Other titles:
••The Great Art of Hapiness
••Landscapes of the Soul
••Happy Oyster (rights sold to Portugal:
Marcador Editora)
Classic Authors / Philosophy
Imprint: Planeta
Published: June 2018
136 pages
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Juan José Arreola
(Mexico)

•• Arreola is recognized as the most important short
story Mexican writer of the 20th century.
•• Recipient of many of the most relevant Literary prizes
in Latin America.
•• A Must-read to understand the region´s literary transformation.
He is known as a master of this genre because of his unique
style characterized by the playful tone he uses to describe situations and concepts. Arreola, who used elements of fantasy
to underscore existentialist and absurd ideas in his work, is
known as one of the first Latin American writers to abandon
realism.
His work has been the inspiration of a legion of Mexican writers who have sought to transform Mexico’s literary tradition
by introducing elements of magic realism, satire and allegory.
Arreola was born in Jalisco, Mexico in 1918. Before becoming
a writer he had several other jobs including a printer, pressman, teacher and baker, among others, experiences he shared
in his books.
Partial reproductions of his work are constantly included as
part of education materials in Argentina, Chile and Mexico by
education publishers and public institutions.
A shortlist of his awards:

Rights sold:
Confabulario
Bosnia & Herzegovina: Knjizevni
Brazil: Arte e Letra
China: Shangai Translation Press
Denmark: Skjödt Forlag
Holland: Uitgeverij
Italy: Sur Edizioni
Japan: Shoraisha
Turkey: Bence Kitap

Bestiario

China: Shangai Translation Press
Holanda: Uitgeverij
Italy: Sur Edizioni
Classic Authors
Imprint: Joaquín Mortiz
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••Juan Rulfo Prize for Latin American and the			
Caribbean Literature 1992
••Alfonso Reyes International Prize 1995
••Ramón Lopez Velarde Prize 1999

CLASSIC AUTHORS

Rafael Bernal
(Mexico)

•• Bernal was the thriller pioneer in Mexico and his
work, The Mongolian Conspiracy, is considered
a fundamental masterpiece for all writers and
scholars of this genre in Latin America becoming
a longseller.
•• Rafael Bernal was a diplomat, novelist and historian best known for his detective novels.
•• The novel inspiring Sebastian del Amo’s film
(February 2009).

Filiberto Garcia, a thug and former executioner for one
of Pancho Villa’s colonels, must establish a partnership
with the FBI and KBG in order to dismantle a conspiracy theory to murder the US president in Mexico’s City
Chinatown. During his investigations in Cantonese food
restaurants and opium cafes, García finds out that the
conspiracy is more related to Mexican politics than to
oriental mafias.
Nevertheless, the winding road entails a dozen corpses,
a tragic love and reveals to García the meaning of his
own life. The story is written using an agile and humorous narrative style and describes the hidden violence of
Mexico in the 1960s. The Mongolian Conspiracy is considered a classic Mexican thriller.
Rights sold:
USA: New Directions
UK: Pushkin Press
Italy: Edizioni La Linea
Spain: Libros del Asteroide
Turkey: Ayrinti

Classic Authors / Thriller
Imprint: Joaquín Mortiz
Published: June 2011
224 pages

Film rights
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Rosario Castellanos
(Mexico)

•• Castellanos was a storyteller and poet considered
as the most prominent Mexican female poet of the
20th century.
•• Office of Tenebrae is considered a masterpiece of
Latin.
•• America narrative and an extraordinary novel
that portrays the oppression of the indigenous
world.

Office of Tenebrae is based on the Chamulas protests that took
place between 1867 and 1870 in San Cristóbal, Chiapas (Mexico), and ends with the crucifixion of a man considered as the
indigenous Christ.
Castellanos is immersed in the story and its protagonists to understand the circumstances that motivated the Chamulas and
recreates the story in a new context: the Land Reform during
President Lázaro Cárdenas governance.
Castellanos worked at the National Indigenous Institute and
participated as a Director of Cultural Affairs and teacher in different institutions and universities in Mexico and the United
States. She was a fellow of the Rockefeller Foundation and
Mexican Ambassador to Israel.
A large part of her life’s work was dedicated to defending the
rights of women and indigenous peoples, which is why she is remembered as a symbol of Latin American feminism.
She graduated with master’s degree in philosophy from the
National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) in 1950 and
later she took styling and aesthetics courses at the University of
Madrid.

Other titles:
••Family Album
••Office of Tenebrae
••Anthology of Poetry
Classic Authors / Novel
Imprint: Joaquín Mortiz
Published: April 2013
376 pages
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Pedro Lemebel
(Chile)

•• Lemebel gives us a look of reality, a necessary
and in- dispensable reading.
•• With his baroque pen, critical and voluptuous
style the author depicts scenes from past and
present days.
•• In his work Chile appears to us in all its brilliance
and all its shadows.
•• His inedit book Incontables will be published in
November of 2018.

Tell Me about Love
A dialogue, a random encounter, a travel companion, an airport, a museum, a corner of the city, a subway passenger, a
street, a childhood memory, a woman, a fleeting romance;
these are the flashes that give life to this chronicles compilation by Pedro Lemebel. The author depicts scenes from past
and present days, completing a work with which Tell Me about
Love has established itself among the most original in the Latin
American literary scene.
Fifty-five chronicles that reveal and lay bare both the author
and the most varied characters, as well as every place and circumstance that they have lived. Lemebel is a very recognized
and well-known Chilean. After his passing in 2015 this book is
part of his legacy.
Other titles:
••My Tender Matador
••I’m afraid Bullfighter
••Goodbye Cute Ladybug
••Pearls and Scars
••Mad Desire
Rights sold:
Italy: MarcosyMarcos
Classic Authors / Novel
Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: October 2012
287 pages
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Jaime Sabines
(Mexico)

•• Sabines was one of the best
Mexican poets of the 20th century and his work is fundamental,
inspiring and beautifully written,
characterized by his simple language, images and usage of daily
life situations and nature.
•• Partial reproductions of his work
are constantly included in poetry
anthologies in Latin America.
•• His work inspired the documentary “Sin Dios y sin diablo” .

Jaime Sabines is one of the most recognized Mexican poets of the
20th century whose love poems are constantly quoted. His work
has been widely acclaimed as a source of inspiration thanks to
his simplicity, rich images and unique way of describing things,
feeling, landscapes, and our daily lives.
He was born in the state of Chiapas in Southern Mexico in 1926
where he lived until he was a teenager. Then he moved to Mexico
City to study medicine but soon realized that he wanted to be a
writer and began studying language and literature. For a time,
Sabines was also involved in politics and was a contemporary of
other important Mexican authors.
Among some of the most important prizes he received are the
National Prize for Linguistics and Literature in 1993, and the
Xavier Villaurrutia Prize in 1983. The Government of Chiapas
established the Jaime Sabines International Poetry Prize in his
honor. His work has been translated into more than twelve languages.
Rights sold:
Argentina: Editora Patria Grande
USA: Literal Publishing
Other titles:
••Yuria
••Horal
••Something About the Death of Major Sabines
••Bad Weather
••Adam and Eve
••Tarumba
••Love Poetry
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Classic Authors / Poetry
Imprint: Joaquín Mortiz
Published: September 2016
560 pages

CLASSIC AUTHORS

César Vallejo
(Peru)

•• One of the most powerful voices of
classic Latin-American literature and
the greatest exponents in Peru.

Vallejo approaches writing from a marginality perspective. In
defiance of the language, the lyrical subject will be the child,
the Indian, the illiterate: his image is not that of a man of
letters who places himself above the language and rules his
register (whose paradigm might be Lugones, for instance),
but that of a man who fights with an established language,
wronging, distorting and undermining it.
In regards to modern rhetoric, Vallejo’s is anti-rhetorical. He
constructs his poetry using elements entirely opposite to
those of accepted poetry: colloquialisms, “uglysm”, technicalities, faux pas, and language as less “literary” as possible.
His poetry impresses us not only because of the presence of
innovative elements but also because of the absence of what
should be, up to that moment in time, conditio sine qua non
[“without which not”´] of the poetic tone. […] The result is
an aesthetic both daunting and full of resentment: the poor,
the unarmed, the unsuccessful; the aesthetic of balance and
disharmony. Raúl Hernández Novás
He did not create the movements nor cast manifestos, he did
not create explicit poetry, nor can we find a complete code of
unequivocally new resources in his poetry. His poetry is known
for its dissenting poetic position called “new” (which was
based purely on scientific, technical, and general lexicon of
the modern world), criterion exposed in 1926 in the short-lived
magazine Favorables París Poema, which he ran alongside Juan
Larrea. Such exposure has the sense of an anti-manifesto, and
in regards to the poetic arts, he pours—in other occasions—
concepts so open that they do not manage to amount to none
in particular.

Classic Authors / Poetry
Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: June 2018
620 pages
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Agustín Yáñez
(Mexico)

•• A key writer of Mexican literature who introduced the modern novel through new
techniques.
•• Yáñez’s novels are considered among on
the top production of the 20th century in his
country.
•• Recipient of the National Prize for Arts and
Sciences.

Yáñez was a politician and post-revolutionary novelist whose
work is viewed as a precursor of the Mexican modern novel.
He introduced new stylistic and narrative techniques influenced by American and European authors.
He was Governor of the State of Jalisco, where he was born
in 1904, and Minister of Education during the 1960s. He also
held other public offices related to education, culture and
books during his career. He is known for implementing reforms in the education sector, increasing public expenditure
on education and reducing illiteracy rates.
Yáñez was also a member of the Mexican Academy of
Language and Director of the National Commission for
Free Textbooks. In 1973 he received the National Prize for
Linguistics and Literature, among several recognitions for his
work in Mexico, Italy, Peru and Poland. His work is considered
by critics as innovative and his novel The Edge of the Storm is
considered as one of the most important works in Mexican
literature.

Rights sold:
Spain: Drácena Ediciones
Imprint: Joaquín Mortiz
Published: March 2015
Pages: 320
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Other titles:
••The Lean Lands
••Flor de Juegos Antiguos
••Friar Bartolome de las Casas
••Three Short Stories
••Haggard and Painted
••Time Laps
••Women’s Archipielago
••Haggard and Painted

CLASSIC AUTHORS

Eduardo Zalamea Borda
(Colombia)

•• The rediscovery of a Latin American literature
jewel written by one of Gabriel García Márquez’s
mentors.
•• A book of travels and experiences on the coast
of the Colombian Caribbean which narrates the
local life and times through an exquisite literary
voice.
•• This book came into existence in other languages
but its impact was lost due to the beginning of
war in Europe.

Four Years on Board Myself
Travel as the only path to abandon the familiar: this autobiographical story of a young man who leaves Bogotá at the
age of 17 to travel to La Guajira, Colombia, is an experience of
beautiful pilgrimage, mystical and wild, where Life and Death
reach new meanings.
Four Years on Board Myself sets itself in capital letters in the
Colombian novelistic because it inaugurated, with boldness,
foresight and its own voice, a new manner of understanding
and questioning the truths born from great literature.
Eduardo Zalamea Borda overcame the margins of his time
with this novel, renovated the modernity of a country which
still breathed the XIX century and explored its insides and
roads with a unique sensibility, on board his own consciousness, to turn into someone else.
Zalamea was a journalist and novelist who worked as an editor, columnist, subdirector and director in charge of various
printed media. First, in 1930 and then uninterruptedly from
1938 to 1963 (from 1954 to 1957 he was the teacher of Gabriel
García Márquez in El Espectador).
Rights sold:
China: People’s Literature Publishing House

Imprint: Seix Barral
Published: August 2017
364 pages
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From the Atom to Black Holes
Jose de Ribamar - Schwarza (Brazil)

•• Astronomy explained in a simple way.
•• By the creator of Poligonautas, the YouTube
science channel.
After inventing the wheel, learning to manipulate
fire, conquer the seven seas and expand its presence
on the globe, the human being looked at the sky: it
was the new ocean to explore.
From there a lot happened, and curiosity about the
Universe only increased. To help us in this expedition, the scientific figure and author Schwarza embarks on a journey that begins in the chaotic quantum universe, going through objects ranging from
planets to black holes of sizes that challenge our
imagination.
A book that simplifies astronomy and explains how
stars, galaxies, quasars, planets and more than 60
astronomical objects work. A book that goes beyond what your eyes can see.
Science
Imprint: Outro Planeta
Published: July 2018
272 pages

Everything has an Explanation.
Everything Behind Biology that
You Never Imagined
Kennedy Ramos (Brazil)

•• The creator of the BioExplica platform, which
makes it easier to study biology and everything behind it.
•• Ideal for teachers, parents, students and people interested in knowing more about this science.
Have you stopped to think what the world would be
like if we were not so curious? How would we live?
What would our houses be like? Would we have internet? And our clothes? Would we visit new places
if the means of transport did not exist? How would
we survive diseases? How many times on a daily basis have you asked yourself this and a little more?
The truth is that, although we are not aware, the
search for knowledge is what moves us, what leads
us to move forward, improving one thing here and
another one there. And do you know what is the
common point between you, the great scientists
and the author of this book? Curiosity.
In Everything has an Explanation, professor and biologist Kennedy Ramos explains the reason of everything, having biology as his best friend. In this book
you will find more than 300 curiosities, facts and reflections, with the good humor and the irreverence
of the creator of the phenomenon BioExplica.
Science
Imprint: Outro Planeta
Published: July 2018
208 pages
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The Future’s Brain

Mars: the Next Border

•• Will modern life change our essence? Manes
and Niro invite us to take a step further in this
magnificent adventure that means understanding the present, to live a full, developed,
human “modern life”.

•• A fantastic book that aims to explore without conspiracy theories or unfounded opinions the possibilities that human beings
have in outer space.

Facundo Manes | Mateo Niro (Argentina)

The internationally recognized neuroscientist Facundo Manes and Mateo Niro present a solid and meticulous work in which the most relevant aspects that
we will have to face in a future that is already among
us, and those that we will have to attend without exception to reach a society in which welfare is general
are analyzed.
The authors developed fundamental topics such as the
place of neuroscience and interdisciplinary work; the
impact of new technologies on the brain; Neuroethics
and the limits that must be established in the face of
scientific advances; the incidence and possible treatments of mental illnesses increasingly spread; and a
deep reflection about the current social problems and
the role of science to reach its resolution.
This book also deals with hyperconnectivity, the continuous present in which all times merge, the digital
and the biological, the long and hurried life, the amazing technological advances that no longer astonish
us. Asking us about the occurrence of this relationship between human beings and the times that run as
they have never run is the main objective of this book.
Other titles:
••Using the Brain
Science / Neuroscience
Imprint: Planeta
Published: May 2018
480 pages
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José María Maza (Chile)

Did man reach the moon? Has the space race
helped? Is it possible to travel to Mars? Why
should we continue to insist on space travel?
These are some of the questions answered by
Professor José Maza in this book. In it, we will accompany the National Award of Exact Sciences of
Chile in an adventure through the history of some
of the most risky technological projects and how
they have led us to detach ourselves from the
earth, reach the Moon and dream of the stars.
With a friendly and close prose, the author of
Chile’s first scientific bestseller, We Are StarDust,
guides us on a long journey that promises to take
us to the red planet and also to a future in which
we do not face the dangers that, as humanity,
have produced and seem to condemn us.
Maza has a Doctorate in Astronomy by the
University of Toronto, Canada and a degree in
Astronomy by the University of Chile. Head
Professor of Astronomy at the University of Chile
and Member of the Chilean Academy of Sciences.
He has more than 120 articles on Astronomy
worldwide in specialized media in this science.
Other titles:
••We Are Stardust
Science
Imprint: Planeta
Published: July 2018
160 pages
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Math Lessons for Recess
Andrés Navas (Chile)

•• A fundamental book to understand mathematics in a simple manner and that is applicable in daily life.
•• A tool for students, teachers and parents to
make mathematics more friendly.
In a unique pedagogical effort, Andrés Navas opens
an unsuspected route to mathematics to achieve
what seemed impossible: to make you enjoy reading, calculating and marveling during your free afternoons and your recreation minutes.
In this beautiful and surprising book, Andrés Navas
shows us that the magic of mathematics can be revealed from the simplest, and that you only need
a couple of knowledge to venture into some of its
deepest mysteries.
Navas has a PhD from the École Normale Supérieure
de Lyon (France). He has been a visiting professor at institutions such as the Institut des Hautes
Études Scientifiques, Caltech, the University of
Cambridge and the University of Tokyo. He studied
Mathematics at the University of Santiago de Chile
(where he is now a full-time professor).
Other titles:

21 Mathematical Theorems that
Revolutionized the World
Maria Helena Souza (Brazil)

•• For those who always wanted to understand
mathematics and never achieved it.
Are mathematicians only interested in theorems
and are they only about mathematics? This book
is a journey through the history of theorems, from
the principles of human needs and established connections with other areas of knowledge, which is
responsible for answering the question.
It is an unbelievable flight that illuminates the questions that surround us, incorporating the beauty,
as in the Fractal theorem or the possibility of measuring distances to unattainable points, as in the
Intercept Theorem or to increase our numerical
knowledge, by the count of chinese troops, as in the
Polynomial Remainder Theorem.
Theorems carry in their core, the fantastic journey
of knowledge.
Science
Imprint: Planeta
Published: June 2018
256 pages

••A Journey to the Ideas. 33 Math Stories
Science
Imprint: Planeta
Published: July 2018
144 pages
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Ice. An Antarctic Logbook

Ángela Posada–Swafford (Colombia)
•• Posada is the only Latin American woman
who has participated in more than 6 expeditions to the Antarctic with the governments
of Colombia, Chile and the United States of
America. In this book she offers a look at the
parts that put Antarctica together for the
general public.
•• She is known for her book series for young
adults, and this book has a very broad target
audience: it targets an audience ranging from
8 to 99 years old. It is understandable, but
profound; accessible and simple for those
who love to know nature and a planet that is
at risk.
•• Ángela Posada Swaford is a true phenomenon
with its book series for young adults; composed of 8 titles until now, which has been
translated into Chinese.
For fifteen years now, the leading Colombian scientific journalist has made expeditions to Antarctica, the South Pole that has
been one of the most enigmatic territories in the geography of
the world.
Explored by great adventurers like Scott and Amudsen, who
were the protagonists of a challenge of epic dimensions to see
who reached the most central point of one of the antipodes, this
territory is still a great mystery that fascinates scientists and
travelers.
Posada-Swaford built, with the patience of someone who collects stories and anecdotes, useful data and legends, hundreds
of notes and objects - stones, penguin feathers, expedition
patches, etc. - a unique logbook in which her reflections on the
country of ice that threatens to disappear due to global warming are consigned.
On board a luxury cruise, frigates of the army and scientific expeditions, this is the result of a deep investigation on Antarctica,
both literary and historical, and scientific and geographical. Due
to the beauty of her reflections and her careful design this will
undoubtedly be one of the great books of the year.
Science
Imprint: Planeta
Published: November 2018
280 pages
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A Philosophy for Latin America

Goodbye to the War

•• A journey through the history of Latin
American thinking and liberation.
Through a fascinating journey through the ideas of
Bolívar, Che, John William Cooke, Salvador Allende,
José Carlos Mariátegui or the Mexican Revolution,
among other emancipatory processes, the author,
philosopher and teacher manages to characterize
Latin America’s own thinking, a situated thought,
autonomous, that would keep the key of its liberation.

•• A summary of the peacemaking process and
the history of violence in Colombia.
These 152 pages summarize the history of violence
in Colombia: from the 19th century civil wars, the
War of a Thousand Days, the violence between liberals and conservatives and the emergence of the
FARCs and several guerilla groups, to the various
demobilization processes and the negotiation with
the FARCs, leading to the handover of weapons and
the dissolution of the oldest and most powerful insurgency movement in Latin America, which turned
into a party that dreams of participating in politics
and existing in legality.

José Pablo Feinmann (Argentina)

It is not possible to speak of a Latin American philosophy if one does not narrate colonialism, imperialism, capitalist modernity and the last of its
versions: the communication revolution. Facing
this, Feinmann asks: “What do we have to oppose?”
what free men have always opposed to tyranny: his
affirmation as subject, his capacity to refuse submission.
With the clarity and passion that characterize it,
Feinmann proposes thinking about this continent,
assaulted since time immemorial, as a way to oppose any project that subjugates it.
“The subjects who thought freely did so because
they were in deep disagreement with the reality
they lived. They thought to transform it. Philosophy
is love of knowledge. And if knowledge is not useful,
it is useless,” says Feinmann and invites us to think
as a conquest of freedom.
Social Sciences / Latin America
Imprint: Planeta
Published: May 2018
208 pages

Patricia Lara (Colombia)

The landmarks and characters which have made
Colombia the country it is today are highlighted
in this book, including testimonies of victims of all
kinds of violence. The important moments of the
negotiation process with the FARCs are described
and a summary of the Agreements is presented.
Written with rigor and passion, this book by Patricia
Lara calls for not letting this emerging peace, accomplished with so much effort and pain, die out,
after leaving behind 8 million victims and scattering
hundreds of thousands of corpses across the country during more than 70 years of war.
Social Sciences / Current Affairs
Imprint: Planeta
Published: August 2018
152 pages
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Diversity and Gender at School

Insolent Women of History

•• A book designed in the first place for teachers who wish to address Comprehensive Sex
Education in a cross-cutting manner.

•• A book to discover incredible women and for
the readers to imagine themselves as brave
protagonists of their own history.

A book designed in the first place for teachers who
wish to address Comprehensive Sex Education in a
cross-cutting manner, this guide gathers an impressive body of readings related to diversity, gender,
discrimination, violence, feminisms, abuse, body,
emotions, families, among many others, along
with a set of didactic resources to guide anyone
who wants it about what topics to deal with (and in
what way) with children.

They made history, like many men. But the memory
of their actions was mixed up. It took time for them
to appear in books, magazines, school manuals, and
commemorations. They were brave, risky, talented
women; capable of going against what their time
dictated to be done. They were up to the challenge
of a history that later put them aside, they were the
“insolent” in that world.

Gabriela Larralde (Argentina)

Most of the books reviewed belong to children’s literature and are available in bookstores.
Other titles:
••Bad Girls’ Bestiary
Social Sciences / Education
Imprint: Paidós
Published: August 2018
304 pages

Felipe Pigna (Argentina)

Pigna tells us the life of some Latin American women who revolted to do what they wanted.
Augusto Costhanzo imagines them and draws them
by recreating a world full of colors and faces that we
did not know.
Other titles:
••The Voice of the Great Chief
••Women that Were Meant to be
••America’s Liberators
Social Sciences / History / Graphic Novel
Imprint: Emecé
Published: May 2018
128 pages
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The Milky Life

Vipers, Whores, Witches

•• Motherhood at forty: correspondence		
between two haggard mothers.
•• An illustrated story about motherhood,
female empowerment and romantic relationships.

•• A story of the demonization of women.
•• In this meticulous and entertaining investigation, Suazo proposes an agile journey
through the history of patriarchal oppression, which he places in direct relation with
the malign representation of the feminine.

María Camila Sanjinés and Tatiana Andrade
(Colombia)

As in a step outline, a script that is constructed day
by day, a storyboard of chaos. This correspondence,
created upon drawings and texts by two moms of a
generation that seemed to have quit motherhood,
faces us with the abyss of fostering and dealing with
a human being.
Between housekeeping and the wild, this book tells
us about a collapse, about time, about a dream, of
what was put off, and what was accomplished. The
need to quit idealism and embark upon the adventure
of motherhood, with all the pain and love involved.
Is this what children are for? To find, again and again,
the strength to chase the unattainable?
A graphic piece of writing that confesses: What happens with sex after giving birth? Why do we feel jealous of our partner’s independence? Where does the
life of women go when they have children after thinking they would never become mothers? Why not say
that motherhood is also a painful, sad, tiring experience, filled with humor and freedom but also hardships?

Roberto Suazo (Chile)

“Due to her unruly performance, the first woman and mother of all living things is the principal
accused of all the ills of humanity. Even more: by
virtue of that mythical ephemeris, Eva’s guilt is
inherited to all generations of women, those existing and those to come, just as the invention of
the wheel is usually understood as an exclusive
patrimony of men’s’ lineage”.
Why, if whoever reads the Genesis can notice that
man and woman acted in complicity, does Eve
gets the worst part?
Why is a man who achieves many love conquests
called seductive, while a woman who does the
same is called a whore?
Social Sciences / Women Affairs
Imprint: Planeta
Published: August 2018
148 pages

Social Sciences / Women Affairs
Imprint: Planeta
Published: October 2018
256 pages
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History in Speeches

Marco Antonio Villa (Brazil)
•• The speeches that have changed the social
vision of the world and its evolution.
•• A reflection on lessons and countries that
should not be forgotten in times of change.
According to the Greeks, the function of oratory is to
teach and to delight. This selection elaborated by the
historian Marco Antonio Villa, offers just that: from
Pericles in Athens before Christ to Saint Augustine;
from Simon Bolívar to Thomas Mann, without leaving
aside the villains and heroes of modernity like Hitler,
Mussolini, Franco, De Gaulle, Churchill, Roosevelt,
Gorbachev and Lenin.
Villa presents speeches that should not be forgotten
such as that of Silva Jardín, a true pro-Republican propaganda, and that of Silvio Romero, which, years later, does not economize criticism of the new regime.
The great difference of this book with others of the
genre comes from the recapture of the words that
were - and still are - important in the formation of a
country and of the ability of the author to choose the
most significant parts of each sppech. Through this
selection, the reader will understand what each one
wanted to say - and what it represented in that context.
Finally, the realistic but hopeful message of the author remains: “Each speech can allow reflection. We
live in dark times, other countries portrayed in this
book, also went through difficult times”.

All You Need to Know About		
the Twenty-First Century		
Democracies
Yanina Welp (Argentina)

•• A critical look to theoretical waves, social
movements and concrete facts of the last
years to understand a process that transcends us but of which we are part of.
In its different variants, from the Athenian to our
days, democracy appears as an unquestionable
system that has been increasing the degree of
participation of citizens.
In this book, political scientist Yanina Welp
delves into the history of ideas and States, the
models that were established in Europe and the
Americas, the dispute over the meaning of democracy and the role attributed to citizenship.
With concrete cases, it shows the dynamics of
these transformations in the 21st century: the
birth and the incorporation of mechanisms such as
the referendum, indirect initiatives and the revocation of mandates that can be seen in the transitions in Spain and Chile, the Plebiscite for Peace in
Colombia, the Brexit, the referendum for re-election in Bolivia and the self-determination processes of Scotland and Catalonia, among others.

The challenge is to find paths that overcome a critical
juncture. There is a constant process of change. And
still without a definite endpoint.

All these are examples that are added to social
protests and mobilizations, like the #Yosoy123
Movement in Mexico and the #niunamenos born
in Argentina, the expansion of digital media, a
structural transformation of political parties and
the resurgence of municipalism.

Social Sciences / Politics

Social Sciences / Politics

Imprint: Crítica
Published: April 2018
320 pages

Imprint: Paidós
Published: May 2018
352 pages
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Turmeric and Other			
Longevity Medicines
Sacha Barrio (Peru)

•• A medicinal root and philosophy.
•• Turmeric and other medicines for
longevity.
The current medical model is organized in a
way that everything ends with the ingestion of
some sort of drug. Nature does not appear in
their healing manual despite the fact that we
know it is a reliable and accessible alternative.
We know that some natural ingredients found
in nature have managed to transform and
improve health in profound ways. Turmeric,
a medicinal root, stands out in this list as it
is also a plant that has been the subject of a
great amount of research published by science. This book talks about and summarizes
its main benefits, as well as how it should be
consumed. The text analyzes the benefits of
other similar and available polyphenols such
as purple corn, pomegranates, and grapeseed
that aid in achieving synergy and polyvalence.
Well Being
Imprint: Planeta
Published: May 2018
188 pages

Intelligent Feeding

Fernando Valdivia (Argentina)
•• The miracle of eating well and keeping		
an ideal weight within hand’s reach. You
have to eat with your head.
You have to eat with your head. That is the idea of
intelligent feeding that Fernando Valdivia proposes
in this book. But to do so, we must revolutionize our
habits, get rid of the power that the food industry
exerts over us and make the decision to be a sovereign person when we sit down at the table.
Intelligent feeding traces the history that links
man with the animals and vegetables of which he
has lived for centuries and proposes to eat rich and
healthy. How to do it? Avoiding diets, the tyranny of
the supermarket and the customs that make eating
a daily torture.
The miracle of eating well and keeping an ideal
weight is within hand’s reach. You just have to look
at yourself, respect the old food traditions that connect us directly with nature and start the adventure
of giving yourself a pleasure every day.
Well Being
Imprint: Paidós
Published: July 2018
232 pages
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Shinsetsu. The Power of Kindness
Clovis de Barros (Brazil)

•• How to be kinder to others and oneself.
What can we say about a book that interprets Japanese
wisdom and culture while thinking about the Western
soul? That mixes philosophers like Socrates, Kant and
Rousseau; poets such as Hesiod, Rilke and Oscar Wilde;
writers such as Eça de Queiroz, Montaigne and Clarice
Lispector and characters such as Tieta of Jorge Amado,
who, based on the knowledge of the world and his own
experiences starts to talk about matters such as kindness
and morals; humility and love; empathy and fraternity,
limits and consideration?
Professor Clóvis de Berros Filho, one of the most wellknown speakers in Brazil, wrote a book in which he talks
with the reader and, without the latter being aware of it,
he teaches what, in fact, is important in this life. This book
can be considered a Brazilian version of the classic “The
world of Sofia”, a romance that tells the history of philosophy. The author uses three characters: a Japanese student
Shinsetsu, her Italian friend Moral and the British teacher
Mrs. Utility. It is through them that we remember that it is
time to stop thinking only about ourselves.
“When anything is useful, it gains positive value. If it is
useless, it has no value for anyone,” says the author.
The power of kindness has value for everyone: men and
women, young and old, rich and poor, western and eastern. If all real transformation of the world begins within
oneself, in these times of intolerance and individualism,
this book is a mandatory reading for those who want to
start treating others and themselves, better.
Well Being
Imprint: Planeta
Published: June 2018
272 pages
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Yoga or Clonazepam?		

Emotional Emergency Kit
Jessica Vega Puch (Perú)

•• A key book for the self-improvement
process and personal healing.
Vega has created a guide that shows us the
changes in lifestyle she had to make for her
mind to become her ally, instead of her enemy. She offers key advice to understand the
positive side of negative emotions. She teaches shortcuts to turn the corner and overcome
laziness, transform anger and hopelessness;
and explains what to do with our thoughts
and let go. It is time you started saving yourself and realized that everything you are feeling is part of the evolution process.
Do you want to make changes, but you don’t
have enough will power? Is it hard for you to
stop thinking about your own flaws and mistakes? Do you want to understand what goes
on in your head when you feel demotivated,
stressed or anxious? Do you feel like you have
zero energy to move forward and overcome
all the obstacles life puts in your path? Do
you have trouble sleeping, suffer from muscle pain or intestinal imbalance? Then, this
book is for you.
Well Being
Imprint: Planeta
Published: July 2018
188 pages
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My life Next to Pablo Escobar

Victoria Eugenia Henao -				
now María Victoria Santos (Colombia)
•• 25 years have passed since the death of Pablo Escobar,
his wife Victoria decided to tell her story.
•• The prison I lived in next to Pablo Escobar
Victoria Eugenia Henao was together with Pablo Escobar for
almost 20 years. When she met him when she was a child who
had to ask permission to go out of her house, but she fell deeply in love and did not hesitate in running away to marry him.
From then on, she would live a frantic race that many times
was about to cost her, her life.
This is the story of the woman who lived with the greatest
criminal in the history of Colombia. That of a woman who
learned to survive among infidelities, wealth, murders, terrorist attacks and persecutions, until the day when the authorities located her husband and killed him.
It is the brutal tale of a woman who from the first day she met
her future husband, endured that he was the lover of the most
beautiful women in Colombia. It is the painful memory of seeing her husband arriving home every early morning and know
he was just with of another woman. But she endured everything because she loved him, because he persuaded her, a compulsive liar who always told her that he “was working”.
But it is also the memory of a young woman who had very little
and who overnight had everything. Who had the most important art collection in Latin America, who sent her husband’s pilot every day to bring her flowers from Bogotá, the one who
sent Escobar’s private plane to Paris and Switzerland to bring
her bread, champagne and invitations to celebrate the first
communion of her son Juan Pablo.

Rights sold:
UK: Ebury Press (CommonWealth)
Italy: Planeta DeLibri
Imprint: Planeta
Published: November 2018
528 pages

But her story did not end there, when she became a widow
and had two children, she was forced to find a new life and
therefore she had to negotiate with the main drug capos in
Colombia and hand over hundreds of properties owned by her
late husband. Then, in the middle of a film like operation, she
escaped from Colombia to the remote Mozambique and then
ended up as a refugee in Argentina, where her husband’s name
has not left her alone for a single day. In the southern country
she has sought a place in society ... but has not found it.
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Netflix (USA)

Netflix (USA)

Netflix (USA)

Netflix (USA)

Film Tank (Mexico)

Sebastián del Amo (Mexico)

Danny Gavidia / Argos (Mexico)

Imagia (Peru)

Elevator TV (USA)
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Claudio Isaac (Mexico)

LATIN AMERICAN TRANSLATION FUNDS
ARGENTINA
Programa Sur. Ministry of Foreign Affairs
http://programa-sur.mrecic.gov.ar/

BRAZIL
Brazilian Authors Translation Support Program. Brazil’s National Library
https://www.bn.gov.br
https://www.bn.gov.br/sites/default/files/documentos/editais/2018/programa-apoio-traducao-publicacao-autores-brasileiros/edital-programa-apoio-traducao-publicacao-autores_0.pdf

CHILE
National Council of Culture and Arts. Translation Grant
http://www.fondosdecultura.cl/

http://www.cultura.gob.cl/convocatorias/el-fondo-del-libro-abre-convocatoria-2018-de-la-linea-de-apoyo-a-la-traduccion/

COLOMBIA
Reading Colombia

https://camlibro.com.co/convocatoria-para-la-gestion-y-promocion-del-catalogo-reading-colombia-leer-a-colombia
https://camlibro.com.co/reading-colombia-leer-a-colombia-el-primer-proyecto-de-traduccion-de-obras-de-autores-nacionales-para-su-circulacion-en-mercados-internacionales/
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